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Abstract. We elucidate the way by which the quantum group symmetries of the
WZW models arise within the canonical formalism of the classical field theory.

1. Introduction

The quantum group symmetries of the 2-dimensional field theories have attracted
considerable attention recently. On one side, they lead to a better understanding of
the structure of 2-dimensional integrable models and of their exact solutions. On
the other side, they allow us to learn more about the quantum groups [11, 38, 52]
themselves and about the non-commutative geometry underlying that concept. In
particular, multiple relations to quantum groups were discovered in the study of
the exchange algebra of chiral vertex operators of numerous conformal field
theories like WZW models, minimal models, Liouville and Toda theories [42,2,3,
17,4,7] leading finally to the realization that quantum groups should describe the
symmetries of the chiral sector of conformal field theories [43,18,29,48,35-37,20,
30, 19].

At the very origin of quantum groups lay the fact that they were the integrated
version of simpler, infinitesimal structures abstracted from the canonical formal-
ism of classical integrable theories [12, 14]. Hence the interest in exhibiting the
classical origin of quantum symmetries of conformal field theories. An important
step in this direction was achieved in [5] in the context of the Liouville theory and
was used in [29, 30] to explicit the quantum group symmetries of the quantized
Liouville theory constructed earlier by Gervais-Neveu [31, 32]. In [13], Faddeev
has adapted those observations to the case of WZW model of conformal fields and
in [1] Alekseev-Shatashvili have provided still more geometric explanation for the
appearance of quantum groups in the chiral WZW models.

The present paper may be viewed as a continuation of [13,1]. It lays down a
more systematic version of the canonical formalism first for the complete WZW
model and then for its chiral part. Within this formalism, we show that the left-
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handed part of the (SU(2)) WZW theory possesses, besides the left affine Kac-
Moody invariance, a deformed right isotopic symmetry which we realize explicitly.
This symmetry is the (semi-)classical counterpart of the quantum group symmetry
and it renders the classical origin of the quantum group invariance in the chiral
WZW theory quite transparent.

2. Canonical Formalism for the WZW Theories

It may be worth stressing for pedagogical purposes that the canonical formalism is
really canonical. What it means is that it may be set up for a vast class of physical
systems in a natural way, leaving no room for guesswork. If we deal with a field
theory in D space-time dimensions with the action functional given by the integral
of a Lagrangian density,

a convenient approach is to pass to the first order description on the space 9 of
{xμ,φA,ξA) or still better of (xμ,φA,πAv) with πAv = d&/dξA. Let

0L = £>dx°...dxD-1+πAfidx°...(dφA

τξ
Adxv)...dxD-1 (1)

be a D-form on 9 (we drop the wedge of exterior product, sum over repeated
indices and omit dxμ differential in the second term on the right-hand side). Let
ω = da. The extremal field configurations Φ(x)=(φA(x),ξA(x)) for the variational
problem δ j α = 0 annihilate forms ω 13C for arbitrary vector fields 9£ on SP (L stands
for contraction). This encodes both the Euler-Lagrange equations for φA{x) and
gives ξA{x) = dμφ

A{x) (in this sense, the variational problems δ J α=0 and δ J5£ = 0
are equivalent). The space of solutions of the variational equations forms the phase
space P of the classical field theory. We usually describe the solutions by the initial
conditions Φ(x) = (φA(x),ξA(x)) for Λ; in a hypersurface Σ, with φA(x) and ξA(x)
satisfying the restriction of the external equations to the hypersurface. Vectors
X = δΦ tangent to P correspond to vector fields X tangent to 9 along Φ and
satisfying the linearized equations or to the initial data for them. Expression

(Ω(Φ)\X,X'}=$Φ*(ωl2nr) (2)
Σ

(independent of the hypersurface) defines a closed 2-form on the phase space P. If
Ω is degenerate, one has to reduce further the phase space P (this occurs in the
presence of gauge invariance). If non-degenerate, Ω defines a symplectic structure
on P and allows to associate to functions F on P Hamiltonian vector fields XF such
that

dF = ΩlXF (3)

and to define the Poisson bracket by

(4)

All of that is an old story which originated in the mathematical work on
variational calculus with multiple integrals in the first half of the century [10, 34]
and was adapted for the needs of field theories in the seventies [39, 26, 40,47, 21,
22] and reinvented subsequently [53, 50, 9, 8].
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Let us apply this formalism to the 2-dimensional Wess-Zumino-Witten field
theory [51,41,27]. Its fields g(x) take values in a compact group G which we shall
take simple and simply connected. The action of the model is given as

1dg)3. (5)

ab
e

ao = (SπΓ1ktrξμξ
μdxodx1-(4π)-1ktτξ°(g-1dg)dx1

The first term is the standard Lagrangian term. It may be treated as above leading
to a 2-form α 0 on the space SP of (x, g, ξμ) with Lie algebra ^-valued ζμ,

dg). (6)

The second (Wess-Zumino) term in the action may be dealt with by either writing it
in terms of a Lagrangian density defined for fields avoiding some singular values
and proceeding as before or, simpler, just by taking it into account in the 3-form ω
by setting

= (4π)-1ktτξμdξμdx°dx1-(4π)-1ktΐdξ°(g-ίdg)dxί
ξμ

" ιk tvdξιdx°{g- Hg) + (4π)" ιk tvξ°(g~ ιdg)2dxι

Both procedures lead necessarily to the same classical equations and to the same
symplectic form Ω. The classical equations

become

ξμ = g'ιSμg and a+(g" 13_g) = 0, (8)

where d± =(do±d1)/2. We shall consider the theory on the cylinder, i.e. with the
periodic boundary condition

The general solution of Eqs. (8) is a (non-linear) superposition of left- and right-
movers:

g(x°, x1) = gL(x+)gR( — x~), (9)

where x ± = x° ± x1 and

gL{x + 2π) = gL{x)y, gR{x + 2π) = y " ^ ( x ) (10)

for some y e G. If we parametrize space P of solutions by the initial data

g(x) = g(0,x) and ξo(x) = g~1dog(P9x)9 (11)

then the 2-form Ω of Eq. (2) becomes

Ω = (4π)~1/c f t r [ — dξo(g~ 1dg) + (ξ0 + g~ 1dxg)(g~ίdg)2'] (12)
o

and is easily seen to be non-degenerate.
We may also parametrize P by pairs of functions (gL,gR). (gLigιd and

for constant elements goeG give then the same solution. A direct
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calculation using

~U oA \OLι XOJU/Ol\. Oli. XOI\. ~ /Ί O\

- 1 Ί (*"\ \ A J / — 1 J ' Λ ^ . / I N — 1 \ ^ J

dgL(2π) = Aάy-i(gL a,

(dgR)gκ \2π)=Adr- Λ(dgR)SR- ^

gives

Ω = ΩL + ΩR, (14)

where

Ωt=(4π)- !/c I tr(gL- ̂ gJδ^gΓ ^ g j

+ (4π)" ̂  tr(gt- MgJίO)^)^- * (15)

= -(4πΓ ̂  T
0

and

ί . (16)

Of course, in variables (gL, gR) 2-form Ω becomes degenerate, the degeneration
corresponding to the orbits {(gLgό 1 ,gogκ)lgo e G }

3. Chiral Sector of the WZW Model

Phase space P may be extended to the product space PL x PR of (gL, gR) with
independent monodromies. More exactly,

P={(gL,gR)ePLxPR\gL(θrίgL(2π) = gR(O)gR(2πΓ1}/G. (17)

We could expect that this allows to consider the left- and the right-movers
separately. The real situation is, however, more complicated since a straightfor-
ward calculation shows that on PL

)3 (18)

and on PR

1)\ (19)

where y = gL(0)~1gL(2π) or y = gR{0)gR{2π)~\ respectively. ΩL and ΩR are not
closed forms on PL and PR and ΩL + ΩR becomes closed only on the subspace of
PLXPR> where the monodromies of gL and gR coincide. The independent
canonical treatment of the left-(right-)movers requires some modifications of the
above structures.

One possible way to proceed is to restrict the allowed monodromies of gL (gR).
This is the procedure used in [31,32,29,13,1,33]. For example, if Γ c G is a Cartan
subgroup, we may introduce
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(and similarly for the right-movers; below we shall treat only the left-movers and
will drop the subscript "L" on gL). On PJ?S, ΩL becomes closed since tr((dy)y~1)3

vanishes when restricted to T. For general g e P L , a vector X tangent to PL at g
corresponds to a Lie algebra ^-(or ^c-)valued map 2£(x) ( = g~Mg(x)) such that

0 ) (20)

and

Consequently,

0

+ (4π)" xfc tτ(2ΛΓ(0) + X0)(dy)v'x, ( 2 2 )

where we have integrated by parts and have used (13) and (20).
For geP]** and X tangent to P£ s , f o e«f , the Cartan subalgebra of 9. It is

straightforward to see that ΩL L X = 0 implies then X = 0 if γ is not in the center Z of
G. Thus ί2L is a symplectic form on the subset of P £ s where γ φ Z. Consider for
G = SU(2) function F on P£ 8,

with xe[0,2π].
Hamiltonian vector field XF = X corresponding to F satisfies:

l (23)

which gives

ar m n = -2πk~\gin{x)Kj-gί}{^J2)Θ{ • - x ) + ̂ (0)m n (24)

and

2ar(0)+ar0=o. (25)
Combining (25) with (20) for x = 0 , we find T(0) and obtain:

<T22 = - πk" ^ u ί x ^ - g,/x)/2)(2β( - x) - 1 ) ,

/V 0 \
where y= I _.p I. This leads to the Poisson brackets

(26)
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or, in a short-hand notation,

where the sign ± applies according to whether xo$yo and

/-I 0 0 0\

0 1 4(e+2i"-l)-1 0
(27)

0 4{e±2ip-l)-1 1 0 I

0 0 0 - 1 /

in the lexicographic order of the double indices. Notice that the exchange matrix
q± depends on the "quasi-momentum" p. Relations (26) were already given in [13]
(they come basically from [32]) and were obtained in [33] essentially the same way
as here. As pointed out in [13], the matrix elements of q± may be viewed as the
classical counterpart of the quantum deformation of the SU(2) 6/-symbols.

The appearance of exchange relation (26) is a clear signal that the quantum
group enters in the game. To obtain a monodromy-independent exchange relation
that we would expect for quantum group symmetric fields, Faddeev [13], adapting
to the WZW case the observation of Babelon [5] developed further by Gervais
[29, 30], pointed out that one may twist the original fields

choosing χ(p) so that after the twist

{g(*)(?)g0')}=(gM®g0'))r±, (28)

where r* are the constant matrices solving the classical Yang-Baxter equation,

It is easy to find that

χ{p)={ Me- d
with D an arbitrary constant and d an arbitrary function of/?. The twisting of fields
g(x) may be viewed as the classical field theory analogue of the transformation
from the IRF to the vertex form in the lattice exactly solvable models [46]. It
seems, however, somewhat ad hoc (hence the ambiguity in the choice of χ, the loss
of unitarity for twisted g's, their unnatural monodromy).

We propose to proceed somewhat differently in order to build the canonical
formalism for the left-handed part of the WZW theory. We shall work with the
complete phase space PL changing instead form ΩL by a monodromy-dependenί
term

so that ΩL becomes closed. In view of (18), this requires that

) = tr((dy)y-ί)3/3. (30)
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Of course, ρ cannot be globally non-singular 2-form on the group so we shall
require that it be such on an open dense set in G containing 1. We shall show that
for G = SU(2) there is a unique choice of ρ which puts the classical exchange
relation for the original fields gi3{x) into the form (28) (in general such ρ's are in
close relation to the constant solutions of the classical Yang-Baxter equation; we
shall discuss the case of the general group in a separate publication). Notice that if,
at the same time, we modify

then the symplectic structure induced by ΩL + ΩR on P as given by (17) will
coincide with the original one. The modifications do not effect the complete WZW
theory but allow to build the canonical formalism for its chiral parts.

Let us write

ρ = trη((dy)y-1®(dy)y-i)9 (31)

where η is a function on G with values in Λ 2 ^ c and "tr" contracts in both tensor
factors separately. For F(g) = giJ{x\ xe[0,2π], dF = Ω\_X implies that

f m r t = -2πk-\gin(x)δmj-gij{x)δmn/2)Θ( -

Ξ ^ m n 0 ( -x) + ̂ (O)mπ, (32)

where now

compare (24) and (25). §t0 is related to &{0) by

#(0) + ar = Ady-i(#(0) + # o ) (34)

which allows to eliminate §t0 from (34) leading to

#(0) + Adγ(^(0) + 2t) = η L (Ad,(#(0) + 2ί) - #(0)). (35)

At y = l, we obtain

# (36)

Inserting (36) to (32) gives the Hamiltonian vector field X corresponding to gi7(x0)
for y = 1:

(37)

Consequently, at y = l,

{fc/*λg«(y)} = i(gω(»Kl)L +2Θ(y-x)-m)M. (38)

The requirement that this agrees with (28) fixes ̂ (1):

*7(l) = (σ+ ®σ" -σ"®σ + )/2, (39)

where σ± are the Pauli matrices.
We would like the exchange relation to have the monodromy-independent

form (28) for all values of γ. This implies that the Hamiltonian vector field X of
gij{x) has to be given by (37) everywhere and not only at γ = 1. In other words, we
should have

Δ&(Q) = #(0) - (ι/(l) L - \)Z = 0.
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But (35) implies that

y

= η I ((Ady - l)((if(l) L + ί)&/2 + 4 # (0)) + (η - η(l)) L 2.

Since we want J#(0) to vanish for any value of 2?, it follows that

(f|L-l)(Ady-l)(ι,L(l) + l)/2 + (if-i|(l))L=0 (40)

or that
n = l+Wl)L-l)[ l-f(Ad y -l)Wl)L + l)/2]-1 (41)

wherever the operator 1 +(Ady —1)(?/(1) |_ +1)/2 on ^ c is invertible (it certainly is
around γ = 1). We see that η(l) fixes η, at least locally. It is not difficult to solve (41)
explicitly in the Gauss parametrization of SL(2, C)

)(θ l X θ eή{, θ) (42)

An easy calculation gives

η = (σ+®σ--σ-®σ+)/2 + v(σ+®σ3-σ3®σ+)/2 (43)

and

so that
dρ = 2e~ 2φdφdvdw = tτ({dy)y ~ ψ/3. (45)

More exactly, Eq. (44) gives the extension of ρ to a holomorphic 2-form on the
open dense stratum of SL(2, C) parametrized by (42). By restriction, it produces the

desired 2-form on <γeSU(2) try I I +0>. Form ΩL on the corresponding

subset PL0 of PL is non-degenerate and defines the symplectic structure which
leads to the classical exchange relation (28). Notice that ρ (and UL) is a complex
form. This modifies the natural unitarity properties of chiral fields [29, 30]. η of
(43) lives effectively on Gc/B~, where B~ is a Borel subgroup of Gc. This will still
hold for other groups.

4. Quantum Group Symmetries of the Chiral SU(2) WZW Model

Let us discuss the symmetries of the left-handed theory, i.e. of symplectic space
(PL 0, ΩL). ΩL is invariant under the left action of the loop group LG of G-valued
maps h(x\ h(x + 2π) = h{x\

The infinitesimal version of this action is generated by the Hamiltonian vector
fields of the currents

r=^tra"gdxg-1 (46)

which have the affine Kac-Moody type of the Poisson brackets

{J\x), J"(y)} = 2πεabcδ{x - y)Jc(y)+πkδabdxδ(x - y). (47)
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We also have

{Ja(x% Eijiy)} = πiδ(x - y)(σηug,fy) • (48)

As usually, the current algebra invariance implies conformal invariance with the
Sugawara form of the energy-momentum tensor T={J")2/k,

{T(x\ T(y)} = -2πδ(x-y)dyT(y)+4πdxδ(x-y)Άy), (49)

{T(x), J"{y)} = -2πδ(x-y)drJ' (y)+2πdxδ(x-y)J' (y), (50)

{ΆxUify)} = -2πδ(x-y)dygi}(y). (51)

Form ΩL on PL is also invariant under the right action of G

inducing the adjoint action of G on monodromies γ. This invariance is broken by
ΩL to the Cartan subgroup of diagonal matrices in G = S (7(2) since 2-form ρ of (44)
is invariant only under the adjoint action of the Cartan subgroup. The
infinitesimal action of the preserved (7(1) is generated by the Hamiltonian vector
field of the (multivalued) function h of y,

(2πiy1kφ (52)

in parametrization (42).

Although the rest of right SU(2) symmetry is broken by ΩL, it does not
disappear altogether but becomes deformed to a semi-classical form of the
quantum group symmetry. Indeed, consider functions e and / of γ given by

e = (2πiyιke~φw, (54)

/=(2πO"1/ce-^. (55)

Denoting q = e~πilk, we have

{q±2\e}=+2πk-1eq±2\ (56)

{q±2\f}=±2πk-'fq±2\ (57)

{ej}=(2π)-1k(q4h-ί) + 2πk-ίef. (58)

The Poisson brackets of e, /, and q±2h with ĝ /x) are

{e,gij{x)} = -ign{x){σ+)ljq

2\ (59)

{# >gij{x)}= + Tgil(x)(σ )ϊj#~ (61)

Besides, the Poisson brackets of e, /, and q±2h with Ja and Γ vanish. Functions e, f
may be reexpressed as integrals

2π 2π

e= ί trσ+j, / = J trσ~j,
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where

n = O 0

plays the role of the (non-local) current generating the right-hand symmetry.
It would be nice to formulate the deformed symmetry relations (56) to (61) in

an abstract way. Notice that they are the semi-classical version of the quantum
group SU(2)a relations

* q±2heq*2h = q±2e, (62)

q±2Mfq™ = f2f9 (63)

qef-q-Ve^-iyiq-q-1) (64)

together with the quantum group symmetry of the vertex operators gj/x),

« ± 2 V * ) ί ™ = & ι ( * ) ( ί ± σ ϊ ) y (67)

(in more standard notation, e = J+qh, f=J~qh). Equations (56) to (61) may be
obtained from (62) to (68) by expanding to the leading order in 1/fe, replacing the
commutators by i{ , } (which is of order 1/fe) and taking into account the fact that
classical e, /, and h are of order fc (realization of such a semi-classical limit on
matrix elements would require considering representations with spins going to
infinity1). In fact, on the quantum level one should take qz=e~

πi/ik+2). Notice that
the commutation relations (63) to (65) may be rephrased by saying that the
quantum group generators e, f, and q±2h act on states

by the coproduct formulae

Δ"(e) = Σ
s = 1

\f)= Σ 1®
ίS=ί

t2Λ\_~±2Λ,θv /ς>Λ±2Λ

Upon quantization, the left-handed symmetries (47) to (51) should become:

lJ"(x), J*(JO] = 2πiεabcδ(x - y)Jc(y)+πiίc^d^x - y), (68)

= -2πiδ(x-y)dvT(y)+4πiδxδ(x-y)T(y)

-nikVik + ΊJb-iidl + dJδix-y), (70)

), Ja(yj] = - 2πiδ(x - y)dyJ°(y) + 2πiδxδ(x - ̂ Ό O , (71)

= - 2πiδ(x - y)δygij{y) + 3τri(2(fc + 2))" ιdAx - y)gij{x). (72)

That the structure with properties (62) to (72), realizing the SU(2)q symmetries
of the quantum WZW theory (or the related structures for the minimal or Toda

1 We thank J.-L. Gervais for pointing this out
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conformal field theories) should exist was indicated by the study of the braiding
and modular properties of chiral vertex operators [49,44,45,42,2, 3,17,4,43,18,
29,48]. Recently, it was observed [35,36,19] that such structures may be realized
explicitly for generic values of q with the help of the free field representations of the
conformal field theories [16,28,15,6,23]. For q a root of unity (so for integer level
k in the WZW model, the values we are really interested in), existence of chiral
fields with the properties (65) to (67) has not yet been demonstrated (partial results
were discussed in [36,37,20,24,25]). It would be interesting to construct the chiral
WZW theory by a direct quantization of the phase space (PL 0, ΩL) rather than of
(PΓ,ΩL).

Let us finish the paper by few comments about the relation of this work to the
recent paper by Alekseev-Shatashvili [1] who related the monodromy indepen-
dent classical exchange relation (28) to the choice of boundary conditions

g(0)eB\ g(2π)eB- (73)

for the left-handed field (B± are the Borel subgroups of upper-/lower-triangular
matrices). Of course, such a boundary condition makes sense only for fields taking
values in the complexified group so what follows applies to the holomorphic
version of the canonical formalism developed above. Let P* denote the subspace
of the complex phase space P£o defined by the conditions (73). This is the subspace
which was considered in [1] (besides P" s). It is easy to see that the restriction of ΩL

to P£ is non-degenerate and that the Hamiltonian vector fields of functions F(g)
= gij{x) on P£o are at gePf tangent to P*. Consequently, the Poisson bracket
{g(x)®,g(x)} computed on P* using the restriction of ΩL is the same as the one
computed in the big space P£o, i.e. it is given by (28), as was postulated in [1].
Notice, however, that this is not the case for the currents Ja nor for the generators
e,f which limits usefulness of the boundary conditions (73).

The right symmetry of the chiral WZW theory under the deformed SU(2) may
be also formulated in the dual way, as was suggested in Sect. 2.c of [1]. Consider
the special Poisson structure [1] on G, leading to the Poisson brackets

Then the map m

^ P L (74)

preserves the Poisson structures. In other words, the Poisson brackets of the
pullbacks by m of functions F(g) = gf/x) on PL, computed with the use of the
product symplectic structure, is still given by (28).
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